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So, you’re a Young Turk at your �rm and the MP just told you “congratulations –
we’re promoting you to partner!”  After you celebrate and come down to earth, you
need to do a little research.  There are many issues that a new equity partner should
give thought to and check out upon being promoted to partner.

Deep relational issues that are easily more important than the partner agreement
issues that follow. Do you trust your new partners?  Do you like them?  Will you be
proud to introduce your partners as “my partner”?  We’ll address these issues in a
future blog.
Critically important partner agreement issues to explore. The list below by no
means includes everything but it’s a good start.  New partners should look at the
partner agreement not only from their own personal perspective, but for the entire
�rm going forward.

THE BUY-IN

1. The buy-in amount should be nominal, which today, is $150,000 or less. Avoid
buy-ins that are based on the goodwill value of the �rm, which result in excessive
buy-ins that are hundreds of thousands of dollars.

2. The buy-in should be paid in over several years, enabling the new partner to take
home more cash as a partner than they did as a manager. Most �rms take the
annual buy-ins out of the partner’s bonus.

 How to Bring in New Partners is written for �rms fortunate enough to have staff
with the right stuff to be a partner.  But they don’t know the details of how to bring
them in as new partners or have outdated approaches for doing so. This book
addresses ►what a partner is these days, ►the non-equity partner position, ►how
�rms develop staff into partner, ►how the buy-in amount gets determined, ►what a
new partner gets for the buy-in, ►how new partners get compensated, ►what
ownership percentage gets determined, ►how voting works, ►how a new partner’s
capital account is maintained, ►non-compete and non-solicitation agreements
covenants, ►22 provisions of a well-conceived partner buyout plan and other issues.

3. A partner’s ownership percentage at �rms potentially can have a signi�cant
impact on: Compensation, buy-in, retirement/buyout and voting.  Find out what
ownership percentage means at your �rm and make sure that, as a new partner,
you are not rendered powerless to impact any of these areas due to your very small
ownership percentage.
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4. The systems used by �rms to allocate partner income are purposely NOT speci�ed
in the partner agreement because the method changes so often. Make sure you
understand how your �rm’s compensation system works and satisfy yourself that
you have a realistic opportunity to increase your compensation based on your
performance.

GENERAL PARTNER AGREEMENT ISSUES

1. Make sure that the impact of your vote is not so small as to render you powerless to
impact partner votes. However, keep in mind that the vast majority of �rms rarely
take formal votes.

2. The �rm should have a mandatory retirement policy. This protects you and the
�rm from aging partners continuing to work when their cognitive skills and
performance have signi�cantly diminished and put the �rm at risk. Note:
mandatory retirement usually doesn’t mean that a partner is required to retire
cold-turkey upon attaining the mandatory retirement age.

3. If the �rm is sold, you should be entitled to a portion of the sales price that is
commensurate with your proportion of the �rm’s total retirement bene�ts to all
partners.

4. The �rm should have a non-solicitation agreement that prevents partners from
leaving the �rm and taking clients and staff. This protects the �rm’s most valuable
�nancial asset – its client base.

PARTNER BUYOUT AGREEMENT

1. The math must work. This means that when a partner’s buyout payments begin,
the remaining partners’ income should not be decreased.  The �rm saves paying
the retired partner’s compensation, which should exceed the retirement bene�ts
plus the cost of hiring replacement personnel.

2. Most local �rms have partners who did NOT originate most of their clients and are
NOT accomplished business-getters. But they make many other valuable
contributions.  Make sure that the buyout system is NOT mostly or entirely based
on origination because doing so fails to recognize the important roles played by
non-business-getters in areas such as managing clients, training and mentoring
staff, teamwork and managing the �rm.

3. The goodwill valuation should be no more than 100% of revenues with a payout
term of at least ten years.

4. The plan should have a vesting provision. Vesting helps �rms avoid situations
where relatively new partners who suddenly leave the �rm receive a windfall.
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5. To qualify for receiving buyout payments, retiring partners must satisfy two
critical requirements: giving proper notice of intent to retire (should be a year or
longer) and complying with the �rm’s client transition requirements, which
should be in writing.

6. Some �rms have partners who provide services (a) to large clients who may not
remain with the �rm after the partner retires and (b) that no other person in the
�rm can provide, usually specialty consulting. If a substantial amount of revenues
“walk away” when the partner retires, then the �rm should have the authority to
reduce retirement bene�ts accordingly.

———-
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